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The-oristsqys'God's were ancienf travelers'

by Terry. McGuJi.e
"'J"be popularity of <von
Daniken must," said astronomer Carl ,Sagan,"I
think, be
theological in origin. .Our times
arc ..' very
perilous.
The
immediate relevance of tradi.tional religions to contemporary
problems is not so obvious as
was once the case. ". And if-one
looks at the statistics,Al million
'copies of his works sold, it Could
indeed be argued that Erich von
Daniken's ideas are followed
religiously.
But popularity or
no, others like Sagan look with
skeptical. eye to the nature of
von Daniken's theory on the
origin of intelligence on earth,
but to hear the Swiss born
theorist speak, "one is assured
thathe fully believes in his own
brand of "religion";
so said
many of the overflow crowd who
came to hear von Daniken
lecture at the Boise State
Ballroom last Thursday night.
"The scientific community
more or less accepts today, the
possibility that there must be
\ifeout
there,"
said von
Daniken, "they say if life exists,
it is completely different. The
answer is, they are not similarto
us, but We are similar to them."
The crux of the theorist's lecture
followed these lines, that the
earth, in ancient times was
visited. by advanced beings,
bestowing on human intelligence "by deliberate genetic
mutation."
Von Daniken, not an
archaeologist by training, has

0.

,nonetheles~ spent a good part of
his life researching the ancient
mysteries of Mexico, Egypt and
Peru, concluding the earth was
visited and that the extra-torrestial .beings' 'would return.
"These visits to earth, by alien
beings from the universe were
recorded and handed down in
religions, mythologies and popular legends."
Many of von Daniken's critics,
including Sagan, himself an
author on the evolution of
human intelligence, and archaelogist
Wiltiam
Rathje,
conclude that the Swiss' arguments leave doubt that ancient
man was far from capable of
constructing
ancient
monuments
and pieces
of
artistic complexity. Whilethey
, nonetheless
.marvel at von
Daniken's ability to capture the
imagination of the world, they
doubt his reasonings.
,
Von Daniken was quick to
label them "the skeptics of the
scientific community", explaining his theories
in careful
step-by-step detail. Using the
Theory of Relativity, von Daniken stipulates the ancient space
travelers were compelled by
sceintiflc curiosity to reach out
and explore the universe. With
specific instructions
to seek
life-bearing
planets,
and by
means of bacterial infection or
genetic mutation, change the
life forms on the planets,
according to the extra-terrestial's image.
Plausible argument?
According
to von

Daniken, very much so.
"For what reasons would they
do. it?
I say scientific
curiosity ... it seems to make no
sense at all to practicize
interstellar space travel at high
speeds (using Relativity) ... except if they use a trick. If you
have one solar system as a
starting place, the answers will
never come back. If you have a
hundred systems, spread out
into space and time ... then you
can finally (pursue) knowledge,
you can work for your scientific
curiosity. "
"If we have the genetic
knowledge ... we would probably
use the most advanced form (of
man) ... and change it by genetic
mutation into a kind of working
machine."
Von Daniken predicted that ·the earth would
follow the sameproceedure
in
the next thirty or forty years,
saying that an intelligent society
has no alternative, but space.
Critics, according to the Swiss,
have charged him with the lack
of physical evidence,
He
contends that much evidence
has been left behind, but it is a
matter of our finding it and
recognizing it as such.
His
lecture included a slide presentation of artifacts and plausible
evidence of visits from outerspace, but these left by ancient
civilizations. He chose passages
from the Bible (Ezekiel 1:4-7)
and the epic, GlglUDe!lb~read.ing accounts of travels of
biblical and Summerian charac-

tors aboard supposed
space
crafts.
Reading the accounts
verbatum, von Daniken supposed that the descriptions of the
"unearthly"
beings pointed
toward just that, not divine
preseence. "Mighty gods appear too often
to (their)
children ... these apparition never happen without smoke, fire,
trembling, or loud noise. You
can look at every passage of the
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Prlmorv eJections
begin February 15
.
,

byMluy Stru.bs
The Associated Studerlt Body
primary elections are Wednesday, February 15 and Thursday,
February 16. Candidates are
vying for the following ASB
positions: president: vice-president; treasurer;
six senators
from the School of Arts and
Sciences; three positions from'
the School of Business; two
senators from the School of
Education: two senators from
the School of Health-Science;

and two 'senators from Vo-Tech.
Noappiications were received
for senatorial positions from the
Schools of Education, HealthScience and Vo-Tech.
These
positions, In addition to the rest,
are open for write-in candidates.
In order to be eligible to appear
on the general. ballot, a write-in
candidate must-receive at Ieasr
thirteen write-ins in the primary
election.
A write-in candidate must file
his/her intent to run in the

general election .in the Student
Activities Office .within three'
days after the primary election.
If he/she fails to do so, his/her
name will not appear' on the
general election ballot.

.........

c

Tribe Medicine' Society, and his
wife and medicine
helper,
Wabun, will-lecture on NativeAmerican philosophy and prophecy.
The Bear Tribe Medicine
Society is a community based on '
the medicine' vision of Sun Bear,
Chippewa Medicine man,
which is located in a rural area
ncar Spokane.
. The Tribe
conducts "Self Reliance" Seminars throughout the year- iIi
which participa.nts are taughtto
walk in balance on the Earth
Mother.
They also publish a .
magazine, Many Smokes, and
Sun Searha.s authored several
books 'on Nativectraditions .and'
way of life. ..
Tlii'a Netsoll of. Venice,

a

voting h~urs on February' IS
from 9:00 to 7:00 p.m:
To vote, students must have
two types of identification in
addition to their IIctivity card.

Editor resigns
: Due to personal commIttmenfs
other than to the A.\UlITER,
John PrisceUaresigncd
hls
position
as editor
of 9 the
ARBITER. The st&ff would like
to express their gratitude to
Jolm for the length of time that
be was able to serveas editor.

Polling centers will be open
from 9:00 a.m, to' 3:00 p.m. in
the Liberal Arts Building,
Vocational-Technical
Building,
SUB, Business Building and the
Library. The SUB and Business
Building will, have. extended

Healing Arts Workshop offered in Boise
An opportunity to. explore
alternative methods of healing
will' be offered to Boiseans on
February. 24, 25, 26.
A
"Healing 'Arts Workshop",
sponsored by Inner Forum, is
scheduled for those dates at the
Boise YWCA .on' Bth. and
Washington Streets.
Workshops on' a variety of
natural healing : methods and
techniques, asweU as .Iect\lres,
slide shows' and ..nJeditations,
witt be offered from 10:00 a.m.
to 6:00 p.m. both Saturday and
Sllnday. An introduction to the
"Healing Arts' WorkShop" will
be given on Friday evening at
7:30 also atthe YWCA. Also on
Friday evening, • Sun Bear,
Medicine Chief· of the Bear

Old Testament, whenever the
mighty
God descends,
he
crashes ... 1 can simply not
imagine (God) needs a vehicle to
move around. I do not think,
either. that the incomprehensible gods, whom I accept ... l'm
not an athiest at all. .. would
need such demonstrations
of
power .....
Upon leaving, the visitors,
speculated von Daniken, left
eont, on page 3

California, will offer a workshop
on "Color, Sound and Energy"
and willpreseitt
a slide
presentation on Saturday even.
ing, For the last three years,
Tara has taught 'classes and
workshops in Boulder; Colorado
and has heen & presenter at the ..
Rocky Mountain Healing Arts
Festival for two years.
. Other workshops being offered
include. "Gestalt Dream Analysis" byMike Flynn, M.S.W.;
Bates. Eye Trainmg by Tom
Huber;" Astrology and YOilr
Health" by Johnny Lister; Yoga
Back ..Therapy .by Clara Ross;
"Passport to Health" by Dr;
Wm~ G.Reimer, a naturopathic
physiciall.and Terry Macinata;
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Stress behavior workshop
to be conducted otBSU

1

A workshop
designed
to
introduce participants
to the
stress behavior patterns in their
lives will be conducted at BSU
February 24 through 26 and at
Mountain Home Air Force Base
February 26 through March l.
"It is crucial for people to
develope an awareness of the
behavior they are using to cope
with the natural stress that is in
the environment;"
says workshop leader
Rene Tihista ,
MSW, who with Mary Dempcy,
MSW, conducts workshops and
seminars in the western states.
"We teach workshop partici, pants a method of dealing with
their internal characters,"
Dempcy adds.
Among the internal characters
to be introduced are "Sabertooth Man/Woman,"
"Internal
Timekeeper,"
"Alarmist,"
"Critical JUdge,"
"Striver,"
"Pleaser;" and "Worrier;"
The· sessions at BSU will be
conducted-in Room 101 of the
Business Building from 7 t 10
p.m. Friday evening, 9-a.m. to 5
p.m. Saturday and 9 a.m, to 3
p.m. Sunday.
Mountain Home AFB sessions
will be. conducted
Sunday
through Wednesday from 6:30
to' ·10:15 p.m, 'at the Base'
Education Center.'
..
At least twenty pre-registrations are needed
in each

~
\ , ~
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r BlackhistoryweekatBSU

workshop by February 16. Fees
are $40.00 for no' credit and
$50.00 for Oiii; credit in SW-597.
Checks for pre-registration
should be sent to Continuing
Education, 1910 University
Drive, Boise, Id, 83725 or to the
MHAFB Education Center.

by Jean KIng
The black race has had a long
and proud history. They have
managed to retain their· own
personal sense of pride and
dignity during the horrors of the
slave era. Now those who know
so very little about their fellow
humans, have an opportunity to
know them a little better
through participating in Black
History Week here at Boise
State University from February
13-17. Events are planned for
every day of that week.
.
In the Senate Chambers on
Monday, beginning at 10:40

SIMA to hold'
meeting tonight
The February meeting of SIMA
(Southern Idaho Mycological
Association) will be held on
Monday, the 13th, in Room 218
of the new Scjence Bldg. at
-Boise State University, at 7:30
p.m,
The program for. the evening
will consist of a slide presentation of the foray site (a foray is a
mushroom hunting trip) along
.the northern coast of California
where the 1978 National Foray
will be held. The Gualala Foray
will be held Tha tksgiving
weekend of this year. All
persons who are interested are
urged to attend this "sneak
preview" .of the foray.

Vocal clinic attended
The members of the Gem State
Chapter of the National Association of Teachers of Singing
convened in Twin Falls the
weekend of February 3, 4, 5 to
attend a jointly sponsored vocal
clinic. The Music Department of
the College of southern Idaho
hosted the event and arranged
for two excellent clinicians from
the University of Tennessee:
George Bitzas, tenor, and Fay
Adams, pianist-accompanist.

Sorority holds
competition.
Delta Delta Delta sorority is
once again holding its annual
JoanE. <Richardson' Memorial
Scholarship competition.
J11is year the scholarship will
be $200 plus any additional
funds that are received. Local
winners are then eligible for one
of the National Awards 0($1,000
without, further applications or
form filing,
The scholarship is base,sl on'
'academic achievement,
community and school involvement,
financial need and promise in
their chosen field.
Applications are available in
the Financial Aids Office, and
all full-time undergraduate women are urged to apply.

,In
addition to the master
..elasses, there was a student
audition recital to determine
three winners
to represent
Southern Idaho at the Northwest
Regional Convention" at . the
University of British Columbia
in vancouver, B.C.,~June 18-23.
Catherine Elliott, Instructor of
Voice at Boise State, University

The Idaho Lung Association
has scheduled the 3rd annual
NORDIC SKI,ALONG, for Sunday, February 19. in Idaho City.
Sawtooth, Mountaineering
and

,
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will be prizes
and
certificates awarded to winners
in each class. A special award
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lenght will be selected for the
' most exuberant ski buffs, and a
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years, 36 years and over, and
Open Racing Class. Any cross-rountry racer rompeting
in
International
Ski Association,
;:::~;:~~~:~~~~
g::e~~~~~~ate) cross-coUntry competition
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tion opens at 10:00 a.m., and
race time is 12 o'clock noon.
Classes will be divided in the
following manner for bithrnen
and women participants:
12

=~:e:s:an~o~o;~:m.EqUiP~ent
It is anticipated
that - two
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meet will be used. by ILA t(\
maintain breathing machines
do.nated.to the Association, and
loaned out to victims of lung
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and State Governor of NATS,
reported the following winners:
High school: Shelly Baisch,
soprano; student of marhte
Mead, Twin Falls.
Women's Division: Loretta Robinson Woliver, soprano; student
of Mary Walker, Twin falls.
Men's Division: Gerald More-S
lock, baritone;
student
of
Catherine Elliott, Boise State
University.
Alternates
for the various
divisions' included:
High School: Pam Piccard,
sopranoj student of Julia Kole,
Boise.
<;
Women's. Division: Marlene
Friesen;
student. of Marvin'
Bloomquist, Northwest Nazar~
ene College.
. Men's Division: Gregg Ashbaker.student of Terry Flatt, Idaho
State University,

ILA sponsors Ski-alon'g
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a.m., two movies will be shown.
Theyare "Goggles" and "Black
History:
Lost, Stolen or
Strayed". There will be an art'
exhibit in the lobby of the SUB
from 10:00 to 3:00 p.rn,
featuring Danrich Jones and
James Reid. There will also be
a display of African artifacts in
the glass cases in the SUB
throughout the week.
On Tuesday there will be a
lecture by Dr. Peter Buhler in
the Senate Chambers at 12:15
p.m. His theme will be "The
Way Africans Recorded tineage".
.

~:~:~i1:YU~:t~:;;£:~::~:~
individuals. Race headquarters
will be at Sawtooth Mountain-

~;1~h~~r~~~:::::1i'O:1
ca~;i:::
Idaho Lung Association, 3446567 or Sawtooth Mountaineer-

Two events are scheduled for
Wednesday
in, the Senate
Chambers.
The first; at 10:40
a.m. is a panel discussion with
the theme "My Experience as a
Black Woman". The second at
12:00 is a' lecture by Michael
Samball with the theme "Black
Jazz" .
Thursday
morning, Dr.
Samuel Bery McKinney, orator
and author from Seattle, Wash;
ington, will present a lecture
"Black Cultural Treasures
in
History" in the Senate Chambers 'at 9:15a.m.
Thursday
evening has two. events scheduled for the auditorium in the
Mloisic/Drama building at 7:30
p.m. There will be a poetry
reading
and the Children's
Creative
Dance Group will
present "Echoes of Africa";
A potluck luncheon and a
chance to rap with Dr. Samuel
Berry McKinney will be held at ,
the Minority Cultural Center,
22~6 University Dr. at 12:00
noon. At 6:30 p.m. in the. Ada
Lounge (SUB). there will be a
Book Display and an Art exhibit
featuring Pat Watson.
'
A punch hour at 7:00 p.m, in
the Ada Lounge "preceeds the
final.event of the week. A Black
History Week Fellowship Buffet
will be held in the Lookout Room
at 8:00 p.m -, Prices are Adults,
$7.50 and Students $5.00. -For
reservations. call, 336-1257 be'
tween the hours of9:Qj)-5:oo and
362:3528 after 5:00.
.

Festival slated
The Boise State University
Department of Music will, host a
Jazz Festival next. Thursday,
February 16, in the Special
Events Center and the SUB
Ba-llroom.
Henry Wolking, trombonist
from the University of Utah. and
Ed Shaughnessy, noted percussionist with the Tonight' Show
Orchestra, will be the featured
artist-clinicians.
Shaughnessy
will give a percussion clinic in
the Special Events Center at
3:15 p.m.
The all-day session for a~ea
high schools jazz ensembles will
be followed by an evening
roncert in the SUB Ballroom.

Boise Cascade
to hold forum

The Boise Cascade Corooration
will be on campus to conduct a
forum
about
employment
oportunities
'within
. their
e~e""<rin:::>g..cin;>.,:I:::>da..ch0;>o,.C:::>it-..:::y';>o,.Roeg,,<is~tr~a-""O'~in,,,<g:::>,
3-<::7;>.,:6'3:::>7-..:::31;>0,.'
:::><:>:.0"'<::>0<:::><::::<'1
organization on TUl::sday, February 21 from 9:30-10:30 a.m. in.
the SUB Senate Chambers.
They will be interviewing
perspective applicants in March
and wish to utilize this forum to
scre!ln any' uninterested
or
unqualified individuall;.
,;fhose attending' the meeting
must be Mayor
summer
gradUates, only and must be
majors in'Business Administration. Interested students must
_attend the forum to be eligible
l,O..o-.c::>.o....:::;>oO~~>-OO<::><::><::~~~~-::>\.
(orfurtherronsideratlon
..

...
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Church introduces new
Forrest Service resolution

Senator

Last Tuesday, Senator Frank
Church. introduced; withSenator Jim McClure as a co-sponsor
a resolution urging the Forest
.Service to complete its ongoing
reviews of roadless areas as
soon .as possible.
Nine other Senators also
joined in co-sponsoring
the
resolution.
The road less areas review
(known as RARE II) has. been
underway for several months,
and is a prelude to final
recommendations on permanent
management plans for the areas
involved.
Church said that
unless the process is expedited,
it could lead to large cutbacks in
timber sales, adversely' affecting Idaho and other western
states.
Church's resolution also calls
on individuals and groups who
are interested in the .outccme of
the
RARE II studies
to
"participate
in the present
roadless area reviews, and to
base their participation on .a
careful review of the facts with a
view toward finding solutions
that are well-balanced and serve
both the need for development
and the need to preserve
America's
wilderness
heritage."
"If it is successful, RARE IIcould help reduce much of the
uncertainty which hangs like a
thunder cloud over forest-de-

People needed for

'Care About Love'

Workshop

Theme for

re'ading program'

Valentines day

Interested in a challenge? The
Right to Read Program is in'
need of people willing 'to

"Care About LoveDay" wi'll
be the theme for Valentine's
Day, February 14, to crease an

volunteer approximately
hours each week to

'awareness about the importance
of contraception.
Planned
Parenthood will have a table set

four
tufor

individuals sixteen years or
older who have never learned to
read or
"survival"

who read .below
level.
There are

approximately 3,000 persons in
the BSU service area who read
below this level.
Volunteer tutors will be
trained to teach how to read.
Tutors and students meet at a .
time and location of their own
convenience. BSU credit can be
arranged for theexperience.
For further information go to
the Vo-Tech learning center or
call 342-7192;

upin the lobby of the SUB to sell
valentines, distribute literature
"and sell T-Shirts
"Love Carefully"
them.

which have
written on

Mountain climber
to present slide,
'lecture Feb. 22
Nanda Devi, noted mountain
climber and member of the 1976
Indo-American Expedition ascent of the North Ridge, will
lecture and present a slide show
on this climb on February 22 in
the SUB. Senate Chambers at
8:00. p.m. Admission price will
be $1.00;

cent, from· page 1
"~~ychic Massage" and "Self
Healing Through MedItations"
by Linda O'Hara
.Gregory;
"Natural Living" by Art Yen.
sen; "Self Awareness, Body and
Energy Balancing" by Phyllis
Huffman; "Birth Alternatives
and Advantages of Home Birth"
and "Basic Training and Equip.
ment
for a Skilled
Birth
. Attendant"
by Barbara Rawlings;a professional lay midwife;
"Health and Preventive Maintenance Through the Feet" by.
Norval Ellis Wixom, Ph.D.,
M.S.T.,
reflexologist: "PreAtlantean
Energy Rods for
Healing" and "Personal Energy
Field Usage and Devices" by
Michael Smith.
There will be a charge for
individual workshops.
The
workshops .will . be repeated
throughout the two-day seminar. Most workshop presenters
will be available for private
consultations by appointment.
For further information or.
appointments, . call Margaret
Chalfan at 376-5844 after 5:00
p.m, or on weekends,

pendent communities in the
west," Church said. "Because
these communities must depend
upon a predictable -supply of
timber for their survival, they
are concerned that prolonged
studies will effectively deny
them sustenance."
Church said that "if it is a
success, RARE II·will result in
some needed decisions, and cut
through the Gordian knot which
threatens
to tie up local
forest-dependent
communities
for years to come."
Church noted that the
Department
of Agriculture,
which has jurisdiction over the
Forest Servcice, has set a final
deadline of January 1,1979 for
the transmission of its recommendations
to Congress for
review and action.
"This

von Daniken
cent, from page 1

time
capsules,
containing
knowledge of man's future and
an understanding
that the
civilizations advancement had to
be such that the time capsule
must fall into the hands of the
"right" generation.
In inter'view, after the' lecture, von
Daniken
said he expected
extra-terrestial beings to. once
againvisit the Earth; perhaps
within two hundred years. His
reasoning being the state of
human advancement
at that
time and the growing curiousity
'about what others from different
galaxies were like. A self-fulfilling prophesy in VOnDaniken's
eyes.
. "The others who created
man's intelligence after their
own image, they know exactly
the few steps of our future ... if
there is something like ,8 time
capsule,
it would be very

resolution urges the Department to do everything possible
to stick with that timetable. If it
does not, sawmills in Idaho will
be forced to shut down.
Senator McClure said, "the.
very economic survival of many
of our Idaho communities
demands that prompt decisions
be made for the use of our
natural resources .. And because
decisions have not been made
promptly in the past, we have
seen communities
such as
Grangeville and McCall suffer
as local industry was forced to
close or is threatened.
"For this reason, the RARE II
process must be completed at
the earliest possible time. This
resolution
will transmit
our
concerns to the Administration," McClure concluded.
logical, we would find answers
not only (about) our past, but
also concerning answers and
solutions
for the different
futures of mankind."
Von Daniken is the author of
seven books on the subject,
totaling 41 million copies, as
well as inspiring two prime-time
television specials and a feeture-length film. The impact of
his statements were so great
that after the airing of "In
Search of Ancient Astronauts"
on January 5, 1973, 250,000
copies of Chariots of the Gods?
were sold in less than 48 hours.
That book originally published
in German-Erfnnerungen
an zIe
Zulmnft, translated:
Memories
of the Futnre,started
the von
Daniken phenomenon and set in
motion the concc:pt of interstellar travel when introduced in the
United States in 1970.
He has survived the onslaught
of the critics who fault his logic,
and remains
confident
that
somehow he is right. "I must·
admit we do not know the
answer ... at least not the final
answer."

YOUR MOLENAAR'S
REPRESENTA T1VES

a
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PUC decision - well

placed knee to midsection

by MUie Hughes

EdItor, The ARBITER,
Other than to publish this open
letter, I know of noother way to
reach the individual who stole
the 10:30 collection on Sunday,
January 26, 1978 at Saint Paul's
Catholic StudenfCenter
while
the service was in progress.
Isincerely hope that you are in
desperate need of this money
because
a portion of that
collection was designated for an
18 month old baby boy, named
Jesse, who is dying of. at!
incurable and insidious genetic
nervous disorder in Stanley,
Idaho.
Religion is of no concern here

Fellow Students,

...

j

•
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~ •

••

,~

Name on me

Sincerely,
Mike Hoffman
ASBSU President
1>.5. Once more, the open
hearing schedule is;
Boisean
Boisean
Boisean
Boisean

Editor, The Arbiter
As a student at BSU, I would
like to voice my opinion
concerning the "National. Armbiter".
Your attempt to copy
the' "National Lampoon'"
was
very feeble and in very poor
taste.
The cheap shots .you
made at religious groups, and
our national leaders were so bad
I would be embarrassed to even
say that I had written or edited
such garbage. In the future, are
you going to use this publication
as a. reference for your future
employers to read so that they
can sec the skills you. developed
while training to be a jOUml!list?
When you were putting this
magazine
together,
did. you
thinkof the reaction the public
would make in terms of support
..and monetaty Contributions?· I
rea1lydon't feci tbat you spOke
. for theBSp
student body, but

c

Don't be surprised if the recent decision by
the I dahoPublic Utilities Commission causes
certain wealthy individuals to circle the
Cadillacs and prepare for a long seigel In its
last two decisions this regulatory body has
instituted reforms that are having the kind of
impact usually associated with a well placed
knee to the midsection.
Two months ago the Commission dealt with
the issue of general rate reform. Included in
this decision were rulings modifying the kinds
of expenditures that could be recovered from
the rate payers. The opinion stated that no
longer would I daho Power be able to assess
customers for contributions
to civic and
patriotic organizations,
most notably Max
Yosts' group, the ,Association of Idaho
Taxpayers. The decision also. questioned the
excessive salaries in the executive range i.e,
Idaho Power President Jim Bruce and his
$87,000 annual payl These spending practices
were brought to the attention 'of the PUC by the
Idaho Citizens Coalition and their representatives AI Fothergill and Cliff Bradely. The
Coalition was to play a major role in the
formulation
of the second part of the
Commissioners'
ruling, released last week,
which dealt with restructuring
the rate
schedules to more accurateiy reflect the way
power is consumed.
Commenting on this latest ruling, Bradley
called it, "the best thing to happen around here
in years!" No longer will residential customers
be charged more, proportionately, than larger
industrial and commercial users'; The ruling
requires Idaho Power to implement changes
that will decrease the bill of small kwh users by
approximately 1.75 a month. The rates. increase
dramatically for those households
with electric
heat and users of more than 700 kwh. This
method is just the opposite of the old pricing
system. of 'declining block rates,' where large
users were rewarded. with reduced monthly
bills. Commercial and industrial customers
would be governed by time-of-day and seasonal
pricing schedules. This category covers users
of 750 to 15,000 kwh daily,
.
.
Even with this new pricing format Bradley
feels there is still room for more changes. The
Coalition will concentrate future efforts towards
establishing guidelines whereby new hook-ups
will bear more of the cost entailed in providing
that service. As an exa'mple, whenever a large
irrigation pump hooks into an existing lise, all
customers share the cost of this addition.
Bradley would also like to see some restraints
on price increases passed along to southeastern
Idaho users, who get their power from Utah
Power and Light and have their rates-increased
by the Utah regulatory commissions. UP&L has
taken their share of lumps recently on aborted
expansion plans and citizen watchdogs would
like to see limits placed on the amount outside

opportunity
to express their
feelings about the project.
I'd like to make a comment
concerning open hearings in
general.
In the past.. such
hearings
have provided
an
excellent method through which
controversial
issues have been
discussed andlor resolved. I'm
certain this set of hearings will
prove interesting, exciting and
informative.
In closing, I'd like to make tlie
comment
that personally
I
believe in the pavilion project. It:
can satisfy many of the needs of
the student body. This issue
itself may, however, prove more
important. Perhaps it will make
people get involved in making
their own decisions, get them
involved in self-governance,
If
this happens, then the inforrna- "
tion campaign will be a huge
.,success
whether or not the
pavilion is ever really built at
BSU.

As many of. you know, the
pavilion information campaign
is now well underway. Many
students have already had the
opportunity to respond to the
project. Many more will be
doing so during the next two
weeks.
The overall goal of ASBSU's
information
campaign
is· to
. gather as many student opinions
as possible. We are using two
methods by which to do this.·
First,..during last week and this,
the presentation will be made in
various large lecture
class
rooms. By doing this, we will be
able to contact about 2,000
stiidents. Second: there will be a
week of open hearings held in
the Boisean lounge,· February
20, 21, 22, and 23, from 7:00
p.m, to 10:00p.m.
The purpose of these hearings
is two fold. First, the students
who ·have not yet seen a
presentation
will be able to
witness one at this time. They
will also be able to fill out a
questonaire. Second, there will
be time at the hearing for
students. to speak both for and
against the pavilion. Hopefully,
by utilizing the in-class presentation and open hearing formats,
every student will have an

_'

because I do not know nor do I
really care if Jesse's parents
belong to any faith. Jesse's
parents have unpaid medical
costs of over $10,000.00 and
desperately need financial as·
sistance,
Therefore, I can only appeal to
your sense of decency and
sympathy, if not for Jesse's
mother and father, but for a
baby who will not enjoy this life
as long as you have.
Return at least the checks
made out on Jesse's behalf to
Reverend James Worsley at
Saint Paul's. No one ever need
know.

Lounge
Lounge
Lounge
Lounge

Feb
Feb
Feb
Feb

20 7-10
21 7-10
22 7-10
23

7-10

you spoke againstit, I certainly
hope at the next publication of
the Armbiter, you think a little
longer and use better tast (sic).
Thomas G. Whitaker
EdItor, The Arbiter
May I start by telling your
."readers" that I used to go to
B.S.U. but now do not. When I
did go,1 wrote letters telling my
opinion of a current topic that
was making schoclnews at the
time.
Althoug (1IIe) I am not
going to school atthis time, I
have at times looked at this
"thing" called a "paper" and
have kept up to . date on.the
exents' at. "good old B.S.U."
But reacently (sIc) . there' has
corne to light a matter that Ida
wish to Comment· about.
It seems that one day, some
"students". wanted to print a
cont oDpage
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utilities could recoup from users across the
state line.
On the subject of irrigation pumpers, the
PUC again irritated the monied interests. The
subject is apt to produce a substantial amount
of confusion since large pumpers fall into two
categories. The first involves situations where a
number of farmers with small pumps form a
cooperative association. and have their billing
figured according to the combined usage. This
differs from other users not so much in power
consumed as in customers served Some of the
large farms in the Desert Land Re-entry project
owned by large corporate, absentee titleholders. One of these projects owned by the
Anderson-Griggs Corp., founders of Ore-Ida,
own land from the Oregonborder
to Oakley,
near Twin Falls. In the peak summer months
they will pump water and use dose to 10 million
kilowatt hours. With the implementation of this'
new rate structure, it's not too far fetched to
imagine a scenatio where a high powered
Ore-Ida foreman would be seen kicking the
sides of a monstrous pump screaming, "Turn
off you suckerl"
.As regulatory bodies put crimps in the plans of
large landowners to constantly expand their
operations, it is of some interest to monitor the
tactics these moguls use to offset the effects of
. rulings contrary to their intentions. In the case
of the PUC, large landowners will place
increased emphasis on capturing the governors
seat in the next election, thereby regaining
control of the appointment apparatus of which
the PUC is subject. Indeed one of the current
candidates for governor, Vern Ravenscroft, has
been serving as a paid lobbyist for the Idaho
Carey Act Association. 'This group represents
the interests of the large landowners within its
purview. Lands covered under the Carey Act
are of similar nature to those under the Desert
Land Re-entry Act. The Association's tactics
have been to take government agencies to court
wheuevcr'rulinqs
are enacted.contrary
to their .
expansionnist
goals. Recently the BLM started .
questioning the acquisition of ever. increasing •
amounts of allocated- properties under the
Carey Act, subsequently they urged the Dept.
of Wat<:r Resources to look into the problem of
where the water was going to come from.
When the DWR started doing its job and
issuing restrictions, the Association responded.
by taking the offensive with five seperate pieces
of litigation. Even if their water comes through,
the increased cost of pumping it is bound to
make large landowner associations look for a
method to •place reins on unsympathetic
regulatory bodies. In.the case of the PUC, .their
bold actions are destined. to draw the high
powered wrath of gentry accustomed to having
their own way. Where the battle lines form, be
it the courtroom or the election trail, rest
assured the confrontation is irievitable.

Established May 1968. The ARBITER is a weekly
publication ofthe Associated Students of Boise
State University.
Articles and letters to the editor must be
submitted -to the ARBITER office prior to Spm
the Thursday before each publication, must be
typewritten and bear a legible signature.
The ARBITER reserves the right to edit for libel
and taste.
Opinions expressed in the ARBITER are those
..of the author and not necessarily those of the
ARBITER staff, the Student Adrninistration or
the University Administration.
.
The ARBITER is a member of and subscriber to
College Press Service, Collegiate Hedlines and
United Features Syndicate.
The offices of the ARBrrER are located on the
sec:ond floor of the Student Union Building,
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Jean King

Well, Idaho has done it again I
It seems our legislature never
misses a chance to take a giant
step backward; It's a sure fire
bet that any time legislation is
proposed. that might possibly
benefit women, our esteemed
.representatives
trample each
other to kill it.
Since Idaho has diligently
earned its reputation for being a
male chauvinist stronghold, it 'is
not too surprising that femaleoriented
legislation
has the
same chance as a snowball in
hell. But when pure economics
enter into it and they still tum a
blind eye what does that tell us?
The Idaho version of the
Displaced Homemakers Act was
held in committee and thus
effectively killed, at least for
this legislature. The committee
apparently feels that it makes
more sense to keep women on
welfare rolls (and add many
more to it) for the rest of their
lives, than to spend a little
money now to get women
training and jobs so they can be
off welfare permanently.
As
usual, Idaho can't see the woods
for the trees that get in the way.
If you can qualify for welfare

legislature takes giant step backward
they will help you, oh yesl They
will give you almost 75% of
what It takes to merely enst and
theil
you manage to make a
few dollars to ease the other
25 liz they will deduct it from
your grant. They will train you
to get a job. Of course they will.
They are delighted to train you
to be a nurse's aide or a laundry
worker or waitress or janitor,
thereby insuring that you will
nev~r make a living wage. This
of course means that you will
have ~ohave at least partial help'
for practically forever.
Then
welfare officials cry bitterly
about the rising costs of welfare
programs, .all the time they are
granting 'themselves
another
salary raise.
Use a woman's natural talents
and abilities together with her
experience, to train her for a
meaningful job? What heresy!
Well, maybe she could be a
typist. That's what women do,
type, isn't it? Of course, train
her. to be a typist (not a
secretary, she might someday
be able to support herself). We
will flood the already overcrowded employment
market
with more typists. Therebywe
can force down the salaries of

«

those women who are already
employed as typists: Then we
will get more women on the
welfare roles. That's what we
really want isn't it? Then we
can justify
another
salary
increase for the poor top level
executives who must cope with
this problem ....... !
. Demonstrating their really
admirable capacities for the
double-think process, the legislature has come up with a good
example of how they "take care
of their women." They recently
voted S178,OOO.00
to three
widows of former Idaho legislators. However, 560,000.00 to
, help hundreds, possibly thousands of women to become
self-sufficient, contributing citizens, is just too much to ask.
If legislation for Displaced
Homemakers were passed these
same enlightened ones wanted
to spend at least $5,000.00 on a
study to assess the need for the
Displaced Homemakers
program.
That 55,OCO.00 could
much better be spent in actually
implementing the program.
However, that is .much too
logical to be workable, I am
sure.
The need is here, it's
obvious all around us.

The Committee Members of
the hearing that was held on
Wednesday obviously had bet·
ter things to do. They allowed
less than one percent of the
people who were there to

testify. Some of the members
were so involved in their own
private conversations, that they
apparently neither heard nor
cared about what was being
cent, on page 11

letters----------to (sic) the L.D.S. church

cont from page 4
Magazine.nice project huhl (sic)
well they got together and
printed it careing (sic) not that
they offended others and made
fun of peaple, (sic) simply (sic)
stated The (sic) kids just wanted
to have "some fun" (sic) Some
fun-hereis MY opinion of there
(sic). "fun."
The MAGAZINE
called the Armbiter was put out
by Incompetent (sic) students
whose education problobly (sic)
started in the first grade, which
speaks well of there
(sic)
educational background (sic) it
is my view that this should be an
issue in thecampain
(sic) for
student offices.
Tere (slc) arc steps that I think
. should be taken to see that this
does not happen agian (sic):.
1. The "etitors"
(sic) of the
Armbiter print another magazine retracting ALL of the things
that were said-about or applied

who1usf'~e/~a~ed the: hits ;119 Ie
'~HeovenoofheSeventhFloor"
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2. The "editors"
tell the
students
of th (sic} L.D.S.
Institute in a meeting that they
are sorry for what they did and
that it well (sic) never happen
agian (sic).
I hope that I have explained
well my view in this letter thank
you.
Dan Lawrence
EdItor's Notel
The Arbiter received thirteen
letters deneunelng the Armblter
this week.
All were .mailed .
within II three-day period; all
were malled In Identically sized
envelopes;
lind nil of the
envelopes
bore
Identical
stamps.
The preceding missives are two of the letters
received.
Because of space
limitations, and because, baslcaUy, the same points were made
by all of the letter writers, only
the two preceding examples IIrC
reproduced here.

IiIoi.....~· ...t,..;,;.- .....,;,..,.........:.;.:..:..:
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Meeting time changed, -Athletes for Christ ~ccepted
by Diane Barr
On Tuesday, February 7, the
ASB Senate voted to change its
meeting time from 3:30 to 4:00,
accepted the Athletes for Christ
constitution,
and voted to
revoke campus recognition of
the Esquire Club until such time
as the group paid off a loan that
they bad taken out from the ASB
Loan Fund.
The meeting time change
carrie after Vo-Teeh Senator,
Mike Nicholas noted that many
Yo-Tech
classes were not
completed until' 4:00 or 4:30.
Nicholas stated that a change ill
meeting time would encourage

more participation by Vo-Tech
students and might help bring
more interest to the Senate.
Unanimous consent was given
to accept the Athletes for Christ
constitution.
The Esquire Club's campus
recognition was .revoked because the group has failed to
repay an organizational loan.
money was due in early
December,
and so far, no
response or 'contact has been
made by the club.
A request by.President Mike
Hoffman, for S1,OOO for the
Idaho Student Association failed
by an eight to five vote. The

request was made so that the
organization
could continue
functioning until the end of the
legislative session and came just
a week following the University
of Idaho's withdrawal from the
ISA. A two-thirds majority was
necessary for passage of the
motion.
..
.
ASB justice J.D. Finley
tendered his resignation to the
Senate.

The

.

\'

Washington, D.C. -- The
National Endowment for the'
Humanities, has announced the
establishment of a major experimental program -. NF;H Youth
Project -. in an effort to increase
learning experiences for. youth
in the humanities. T4e' program
will be .administered
by the
Endowment's
newly-created
.Office of )' outh Programs ..

�
..

According to Joseph Duffey,,
Chairman
of the' National
. Endowment for the Humanities,
NEH Youth Projects are designed • 'to encourage organizations and institutions to provide
exciting, new out-of-c1assroom
opportunities for young. people
to develop interest, ·lrnowledge
and skills in the ,humanities.
"We hope that humanities

ASB SpnngFbng:CulturalFrlm
and Coffee E~emng for dorm
s~udents .. Bndg~s state~ t~at
hIS department IS. fu.nctiomng
well and that all projects and
goals are being. mef.
Chris Hansen was appointed
ASB treasurer.
The next scheduled Senate
meeting
will be held
on
Tuesday, February 14 at 4:00 in
the Senate Chambers on the
second floor of the SUB.
Student attendance is encouraged.

Governor transmitted feelings

514,000 and itt the case of a
married couple with two children, those earning less than
517,200."
Evans also outlined. additional
problems that would arise as a
result of negative action on the
bill including "confusion in the
preparation of both individual
and corporate tax returns by
individual
tax preparers.'

Y Robert Imsta
'Governor John Evans
transmitted
his feelings. on
House Bill 344 last Friday when
he vetoed a bill that would have
eliminated the eight mill property tax that is currently being
used throughout the state of
Idaho.
"I have taken this action for all
the people of Idaho."
said
Governor John Evans in his
release to the Speaker of the
House, "but especially the
homeowners,
farmers, senior
citizens and school children.
This bill masquerades as property tax relief.
In reality, it
would destroy the public school
equalization fund and direct tax
dollars paid by all Idahoans into
the hand of big business' a.nd
utilities".
'
"This measure fails' to meet.
the legislature's 'responsibility

"Most tax consultants depend
upon the IRS code in preparing
state tax forms, and Idaho's
incompatibility with the federal .
law could increase the error rate
on state returns, causing con• siderable expense and problems
to the Tax Commission.
"It is possible the problem
could not be met without a
considerable expansion of the
audit .staff, an expansion and
expense that the passage of HB
345 would make unnecessary.

NEH' establishes

s:t

ASB Public Relations director,
Jerry Bridges, gave his monthly
report that outlined the recent

Evans discusses tax bill
Governor 'John Evans said
this week that Idaho taxpayers
can expect to find more than
four and one half million dollars
in their income tax refunds in
1979 if a bill currently in the
Idaho House of Representatives
is passed by the legislature.
Evans said the bill would'
"realign Idaho's standard deduction, putting them in line
with the federal government's
Tax Relief Act of 1977.
"The approval ofthe measure
would set the standard deduction for single persons at 52,000
and increase
the standard
deduction for married couples to
$3,200. Married couples have
been limited to a deductible
range oU2, 100 to 52,800 in past
years," Evans added.
"The net result would be 54.6'
million returned to the taxpayers of Idaho,
mainly
to
individuals earning less than

projects . undertaken .~y •. his
department.
According
to
Bridges, SI1,500 was collected
at .. BSU for MI~TI .and the
00 as a
Umte.d ~aywasglven
contribution for the entire BSU
S~udent Body. The Easter Seals
DISCOD~nce-a~Thon was sponsored by.the PR office and held
Februa? 4 and 5. The. event
",:as dlre~ted
by. asststant
dlrect?r Mitch Brown and he
re-estll1~ated that a total of
approximately
58,000·59,000
was raised for Easter Seals.
There are plans for another park

.

to provide tax relief to Idaho's
farmers and homeowners who
need it the most. "
The
Governor went on to say, "Since
the beginning of the equalization of property tax assessment,
the burden for the tax support of
local government has increased
dramatically for homeowners.
Farmers have experienced
a
very slight
reduction
and
property taxes on utilities have
had a major decrease."
In essence, the bill would only
continue the tax shift from the
government. to the people with
the least ability to pay for it.
The major impact of the bill
would be to give large businesses and' corporations
a tax
shelter from the use of current
Idaho sales and income. taxes.
If House 'BiII344 had_been
enacted it would have done little
. to provide immediate 'property

tax relief and tax reform. The
loss of the eight mill tax would
have meant a 19 million dollar
loss of general tax funds.
Of the tax relief to be granted
by the bill, 40% .would have
gone to big business with the
average homeowner receiving
less than 30% and farmers
. receiving hundreds of dollars or
less. ,
With current state revenues
estimated at $40 million dollars,
the tax cut would have had a
devastating effect on current
and ne~ programs,
According to Will Roy, Idaho
Student Association Director, 20
million dollars wouldhave to be
shared by current and future
programs not taking inflation
into account."
In order to secure effective tax
relief and provide an answer to
.

cont. on page 10

youth projects to provide opportunities
.1.

Interested groups- may apply
to NEH Youth Projects either for
. grants to implement a proposed
project or for funds to plan a
pro~eet that meets the goals oJ
the new program.

htstitutions will use this program to greatly extend their
outreach
to youth in their
communities.
Youth organizations are encouraged t~ take
advantage. of this new grant
program to develop opportunities for young people to learn
more about the culture of the
community an~ nation in which
we live."
The Endowment will accept
NEH Youth Projects proposals
fromnon·profit
organizations
.and institutions thatoperat'e on
.~. national, . regional, state or
local level..
Eligible groups
include .youth .organizations,
civic groups, labor organizations, theaters, schools, libraries, media centers, museums,
historical and research societies
universities and colleges.

•

.:

'

Groups needing support for
the operation of a program will
be . invited. to apply if their
proposed activities are consistent -with NEH Youth Projects
objectives.
Eligible programs
inci'ude the development
of
resource materials, as well as
participatory activities that involve significant numbers of
young people in understanding
our history, values and culture.
These projects generally will
take .place after school, on
weekends. or in the summe~.
The appU~tlon dendllnes for

<

implementation grants Cvi' the
new prognun arc Mlll'Ch 17,
1978 nnd October 15, 1978.
In addition
to the
implementation grants, NEH
Youth Projects will also provide
support for planning.
NEH
Youth Projects Planning Awards
have been designed to support
the development of new humanities programming for youth
by organizations
and institutions.
A number of $2,500
awards will bemade which may
support consultants, materials,
travel,
and other expenses
necessary to develop a wellplanned humanities program.
AppUcation dead!Ine Cor the
NEH Youth Projec!3 Plnnnlng
AwlU'ds Is Jun~ I, 1978.
NEH'snew
Office of Youth
Programs will. also administer
the Endowment's
ongoing
Youthgrants Program, now·. in
its,sixth, year, which supports
independent
projects
the

in.

humanities conceived, planned
and executed by young people.
For additional i~formation
about NEH Youth Projects and
Youthgrants,
potential
applicants may write:
Office of Youth Programs
Mail Stop 103
National Endowment for the
Humanities
Washington, D.C. 20506
*The National Endowment for
the HumanIties, Is an independent agency
the Federal
Government. Its purpose Is to
award grants. b support education, GCholsrly research,
nnd
publle ~th1t1es In sueh ficlds
8S:
archaeology,
hIstory,
EngUsh and foreIgn language.
Prognuns funded thro'llgh NotlonalEndowment
for thc
HumanItics grants affect every
l18pect of the cultural life of
America:
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Day

1400 years ago February 14th was set aside for lovers
'by Bob Goar

dreds of years later, in England
For many Valentines Day is
and France, the same custom
just another day. Forgotten
persisted, and there it was
perhaps is the fact that some
called St. Valentine's Day.
1400 years ago February 14th
The writing of valentines has
was set aside for lovers. A day
always been undertaken with
sweethearts, a kiss, the touch of
care. In the year 1415, Charles,
a hand, or just a stolen glance in
Duke of Orleans, a prisoner at
a crowded room proclaimed thethe battle of Agincourt, composfact that their hearts were once
ed beautiful valentines. Some,
again entwined.
But not in
are still preserved in niuseums.
keeping with this, a statement
More than 100 years ago several
made by an anonymous poet. He
books published
in London
reported that Julius Caesar, the
included valentines appropriate
Roman geezer, squashed his
for all classes of people whether
with a lemon squeezer. From all
they be bricklayers or lawyers.
In the early days of England an
indications he seemed to have
missed the point. '
unusual custom arose. It seemed, according to an anonymous
But let's go back to that
"old traveler" that on the 14th
famous day. Just who was St.
of February children assembled
Valentine and why was he
and went, as a group, to the
chosen as the patron saint of
towns leader's home. From his
lovers? To begin with, Valentine
upper window, he'dthrow them
was a priest, and during those
wreaths and true lovers' knots.
days, Christianity was a new
After the youngest child in the
religion. Claudius III, emperor
group was chosen, he or she
of Rome, was having a problem.
would be adorned with these
Not many of his soldiers wanted
wreaths
and lovers'
knots,
to go off to war. Not only was it
placed on the other, children's
inconvenient
to leave their
shoulders and carried pack to
sweethearts behind, it was also
the maill 'part of town. It was
no fun getting killed. To add
also the, custom for young'
insult to injury, the young men
people to arise early and try to
were even forbidden to marry.
trap an owl and two sparrows. "If
But Valentine disregarded
they were successful
then
Claudius' orders, and performed
indeed this was considered to be
many secret marriages.
a good omen. It was also theValentine had a weakness for
customfor a girlat midnight to
flowers.'
When he wasn't
go-all, alone to, a cemetery. At
hearing confessions he spent his
the stroke of midnight she'd'
time in the garden. Most of
scatter some of the hempseed
what he grew he gave to the
she had been carrying. After
neighborhood children. Because
singing a song, the brave girl
he would not conform and
• would run home, looking over
preach as the emperor dictated,
her shoulder in .hopes that the
he was thrown into prison.
boy she was interested in would
Before he was executed the
be following. If her special guy
children paid their last respects
was behind her, there was a
by throwing bouquets of flowers
good chance they might be
through the windows of his cell. _
married within the year. Some
Wolves in those days were
girls even pinned four bay
endangering
the lives of the
leaves to the comers of their
citizens, and authorities within
pillows, and one also in the
the country held in high esteem
middle of their pillows. If they
anyone who could kill wolves.
dreamed about their sweetFebruary 14th was set aside as a
hearts it meant that they would
holiday and it was known as
eventually marry. On the island
Lupercus, in honor of one of the
of Sicily a-girl, one hour before
Roman gods who supposedly
sunrise, would stand near her
had the power to. keep wolves
.bedroom window. If she saw no
away. It was a day noted for the
one pass then, it was believed '
merry-making;
dancing,
and
she'd not marry that ,year.
singing. Alsoon that day young
However,if
a young man did
people chose partners for the
pass
by,
she
believed
he washer
year. nut as yet. this day still
intended.
was not .called St. , Valentine's
Perhaps the custom of placing
Day.
valentines in boxes began in the
All of this merrymaking was
year 1600. There was a certain
not in keeping with the beliefs of
, French princess by the name of
the church,' and nc~ laws were
Madame Royale who named her
made to discourage paganism. '
palace "The Valentine."
At
Because of the violent way
parties held there on February
Valentine had died, the church
14thit was the custom to draw
felt, it should do something to
names, and the ladies, whose
right a' wrong; On the 14th of
names were chosen, also reo
February; Valentine was canonceived flowers. .The men also
ized. But as hard as the church
were permitted to draw a slip of
tried, the Roman practice of
paper, and .each couple read ,
selecting partners.for a year was
aloud'the verses they rereived.
not eliminated, In. fact, hun-

o

There are different symbols
connected with St. Valentine's
Day. Rice means a wedding, a
ring either an engagement or a
wedding. Sometimes romaritic
symbols were hidden in a cake
baked especially for a St.
Valentine's party. Each guest
received a slice of cake, but not
everyone received a symbol.
The turn-off for a boy was to
receive a red mitton. This meant
that that certain
girl had
someone else in mind.
Valentines probably came tii
America from Europe in the
year 1630, the friends
of
colonists sending these cards.
But during the long winter
nights here in America a young
man could take his time making
a valentine, sealing it with wax.
Most of the valentines were
delivered in person. Quite often
a valentine was a proposal of
marriage. If the young lady did
accept, then she said yes by
sending a valentine in return.
During this period cutouts and
silhouttes were popular; enclosing a lock of ,hair gave the
valentine more significance. It
quite often meant "1 truly love
you." But if a 'young man was
more thanjust a passing fancy,

then the silhoutte and cutout
Was displayed on a wall in the
girl's bedroom.
In Worchester, Massachusetts,
in the year 1700, the daughter of
a ccrtaill Mr. Howland who sold
writing supplies, received a lacy
valentine from Europe. Because
it was greatly admired by both '
Esther and her friends, Mr.
Howland had an idea. Why not
import paper lace, colored
paper, and paper flowers, and
make your own valentines? The
thought
met with success.
Esther's new business flourished and soon was bringing in
5100,000 a year.
One record in a book entitled
Valentine's DZlY, by Elizabeth
Guilfoile, indicated that in 1847
three million valentines were
sold. That year the post office
began selling five and 10 cent
stamps. Either would ensure
delivery of a valentine anywhere
in the, United States. Through
the years the sales of valentines
has continued to increase and in
1963 the American
people
purchased 550 million valentines.
-Sugar cookies shaped . like
hearts are so good to eat, but so
are valentine owl cookies, Brazil '

CJt

nut fruit cake, strawberry
hearts, and last but riot least, a
delightful cherry salad that also
serves as a dessert. By following
'the recipes provided, soon you
will discover how easy it is to
prepare these special treats.
Valentine Owl Cookies
2 Y. cups sifted flour
'/. tsp. salt
1 cup firmly packed brown
sugar
1 tsp. vanilla
M & M candies
Cashew nuts
2 tsps, baking powder
3/. cup margarine or butter
1 unbeaten egg
1 square unsweetened
chocolate
',4 tsp. soda
Sift ' together
flour, baking
powder, and salt; Cream butter,
gradually add sugar, creaming
well. Add dry ingredients to egg
and vanilla: beat well.
Remove % of dough to chill in
refrigerator.
Stir soda into
chocolate and blend into reo
maining dough, Chill % to 1
hour. Roll out % of light dough.
Mold sides of light' dough
eoat, on page 9
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Norton to conduct workshops
A writer-in-residence at Boise
State University? Just for two
days. Boyd Norton, Colorado
free lance author and photographer will conduct workshops
on campus February 17and 18.
Sponsored by the BSU Honors
and English Departments and
by a special grant from the
Literature
Program
of the
National Endowment for the
Arts, Norton
will present
sessions February 17 in the Nez
erce Room of the BSU Student
Union Building at 1 p.rn, and
February 18 at 9 a.m, in Room
101 of the BSU Business
Building.
Norton specializes in writing
and photography
of natural

resources, energy research and
travel;
as well as other'
environmental matters. 'He has
published Rivers of the Rockies,
The. Grand Tetons, Aleska, the
WUdemess frontier, and a new
book, Back Roads of Colorado,
published
recently by Rand
McNalley. He has also had
articles and photographs published in "Time," "The National Geographic,"
Smithsonian
and Audubon magazines.
In
1972, he was a participant in a
U.S. Environmental Protection
Agency program documenting
wilderness areas, wild rivers,
pollution problem, strip coal
mining and solar energy research.

Arts carnival slated
Idaho Public Theatre's
presentation,
THE ARTS IN
CARNIVAL· PROMISES TO BE
A WEEKEND OF FUN AND
ENTERTAINMENT FOR THE
WHOLE FAMILY.
Seven
professional theatrical groups
arc combining efforts to produce
this 2 day, 3 night affair, to be
held in the old Alexander
Building, downtown Boise, on
the corner of 9th and Main St.,
Feb. zsu, noon to 9pm and Feb.
26th, 2pm to 9pm. The daytime
events on the 25th and 26th will
be free to the public.

24th, 25th and the 26th at 8pm.
Admission
to' these
stage
presentations will be $2.50.
On the bill will be the North
American Mini-Repertory,
a
puppet show; The Snake Basin
Drama will do a , circus act;
several members of the IDAHO
MAGIC GUILD· will do magic
shows; The Idaho Public Library
will present its puppet show.
Music will. be provided by
guitarists, Spike and Shaw; and'
THE IDAHO BLUEGRASS'speciat
Also featured will be
KathyCharchallis,
a be1.1y
dancer, and B~rbara Hosford's
Two one-act plays, THE
• Dance Repertoire group. There·
GREAT NEBULA' IN omON
, c will also be a 'mime exhibition, a
theatrical make-up demonstraand THE PUBLIC EYE will be "
presented on the evenings of the
tion and several clown acts.,

..

ValentinesDay
cont from pllg~ 7
around dark. Wrap in foil and
chill 2 hours. Cut in slices 1/8 to
1/4 inches thick. Place them
together firmly' or they will
break apart. P~ch sides to form
ears. Place M & M or chocolate
bits for eyes. Press a cashew nut
between slices for beak. Bake in
moderate oven. (350 degrees) 8
to 12 minutes. Remo~e from
baking sheet at once.
Makes 4 dozen.

Brazll Nut FruItcake
3 cups whole shelled Brazil
nuts (2· pounds unshelled)
1 pound pitted dates
y, cup well-drained red
marchino cherries
'1:1.cup well-drained green
marchino cherries
34 cup flour
3A cup sugar
Y, tspsalt
11'1 tsi? baking powder
3 eggs
1 tsp. vanilla
Measure nuts and fruit into
large bowt Sift dry ingredients
over mixture; mix well. Beat
eggs and va~illa.·Stir
into
nut-fruit mixture.: Spoon butter
int09xSiltchioaf
>an lined with

- greased
foil. ,Bake at 300
degrees for about 13A hours.
Cool thoroughly; wrap, then
store in refrigerator. Keeps 5 to
6 weeks. Yield: one loaf cake.
TO SHELL BRAZIL NUTS:
Cover with cold water; bring to
a boil; boil 3 minutes; drain.
Cover with coldwater; let stand
1 minute;drairi and crack. OR,
place unshelled nuts in freezer;
let stand several hours or
overnight. When nuts are froze,n
they can be cracked easily.'
Strawberry

Hearts

1-10 oz. pkg. frozen
strawberries; thawed.
1-3 oz. pkg. strawberry
flavored gelatin
- 2 cups' heavy cream-whipped
or non-dairy whipping topping
9 gelatin heart cutouts
Drain strawberries,
reseving
syrup. Add water to . syrup to
make 1 cup, heat to simmering.
Dissolve gelati,n in hot liquid;
add drained strawberries. Chill
until partially set. Foig whipped
cream 'into
gelatin mixture.
Pour into heart-shapedindivid.
ual molds. Chill until set.
..Unmold. Top with gelatin heart
cutouts.
Gelatin. Henrt Cut~uts

For information on the Writer's Community
Workshop
registration
call Joy Smith
343-7469 or terry McGu'ir«;
385-3401.

Allied Arts
Council to hold
public meeting
On Monday, February 20th, at
7:30 pM, the Allied Arts Couricil
will hold its monthly membership meeting at' the Boise
Gallery of Art. The public is
urged to attend
this very
informative meeting.
Following the business
meeting, which will include
election of two Board of Director
members, a program will be
presented by Linda M. Hoffman, assistant to the director of
planning of the Boise Redevelopment Agency. The program
will include a talk by Ms.
Hoffman directed at the arts
community involvement in down
town development.
In addition
to her talk, Ms. Hoffman will
show the award-winning film
DOWNTOWNS
ARE' FOR
PEOPLE. LOANED BY THE
Ada County Highway District
Commission.
Ms. Hoffman brings much
expertise to her talk. She is a
, landscape architect with 6 years
working experience with . communities in Colorado. She has
worked in many urban projects
..involving local governments,
arts and historical preservation.
gelatin in 2 cups hot water. Pour
into shallow
dish.. Gelatin
should be a little less than 'Y1
inches" deep. Chill until firm.
Cut out hearts with cookie cutter
and use to trim salads or
desserts.
Cherry Salad

Judith Guest to give
free'public

readings

Author of the 1977 best selling
'details of the rebuilding of the
novel, "Ordinary People," Judboy's life after eight months in a
ith Guest" will give free public
mental hospitaland the effect of
readings February 16 at Boise
these disasters, on his parents.
State University in the Look-Out
Critic and anthologist Louis
Room of the Student Union
Untermeyer says, "Judith
Building. Readings will be at 8
Guest is an incredible "find.
p.m. ,
,,'Orditlary
People' isthe oppo"Ordinary Poeple,"
first
site of an ordinarynovel---the
novel, has been sold to five book
'gradu~1ly unfoldingstriiy'moyes
clubs, serialized in "Redbook"
by its own compulsion .and the
magazine,
and bought
for
reader is compellingly moved."
filming by actor-producer RoGuest's
appearance
is the
bert Redford.
fourth in a series sponsored by
The book, according to critic
,the Boise Readings Consortium
John Knowles is, "--·a piercing
which includes the BSUUepnrt"
Portrayalpr"an adolesent boy-»
ment of English , the Book Shop,
A r;rst novel of remarkable
Idaho Heritage and the National
power, expertly written."
In
Endowment for the Arts.
writing the story of an ordinary
Other writers scheduled
to '
family confronted
with the
appear in the Consortium series
accidental death of one son and
this year are William Pitt Root, ~
the attempted suicide of anethMarch 8-9, and Gary Snyder,
.er, Guest draws the everyday'
April 19-~O.

a'

, 1-3 oz. pkg. raspberry gelatin
1 can cherry pie filling
1-3 oz. pkg. lemon gelatin
1-3 oz. pkg. creamcheese
VJ cup mayonnaise
1-8'1:1 oz. crushed pineapple
(do not drain)
1/1 pint whipping cream
Dissolve raspberry gelatin in 1
cup of boiling water. Stir in
cherry pie filling and place in 8
inch square pan or other dish of
approximate size. Chill. In a,
seperate bowl, dissolve lemon
gelatin in 1 cup boiling water.
Beat together cream cheese and
mayonnaise;
add to lemon
gelatin;' beat slightly:
Add
crushed
pineapple
and stir
until well mixed. Chill lemon
mixture until slightly thickened;
fold i~ whipping cream. Spread,
on top of raspberry gelatin.
Chill, Crushed nuts may be
added on top if desired ...
A winning combinationJor you
on February 14th are these
desserts to help fillan empty.,
stomach and a simple' "I' love
you, be my valentine" will more
than fill an em:
heart.

ftOBINETTE
&.H
Feb. 15..18

..8:00-1 :OOarn"
Cheap,Thrills4:30~6:00dCJily
2S~Beer-$l.SOPitehe,.s·
110,s. 5th, Boise-c6rriercfSth&Main
liv~er1terta inmel1t every.:w~ekeF1d
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Chorlle Maguire
by Bud Humphrey

and energizing .and in general
making good things happen
with everybody that listens.
Note the preposition: ·"with".
Maguire is a .very effective
performer.
Listening :to his
songs, anecdotes and asides for
a mere two hours, one experiences the sensation of catching
, up' on the five-odd years one has
not been a' dear friend.
Everything about Maguire is
familiar, personal, almost vulnerable in his style of performing -- he's seemingly at the
mercy of the audiences's every
whim. Yet, those seven years
, have given ham the stage savvy
to make an audience his own,
; under any conditions.
Given the best conditions,
what can happen at a Maguire
concert?
To any appearance, all the
necessary definable (and undefinable) elements for the cornplete positive Maguire expErience were present. There was

Tile last time you Marti that an
audience at any musical performance was as entertaining as
the performer was . probably
from a friend who also happened to harbor the opinion that the
particular artist had as much
talent as a fruit fly. Right?
What the world needs now is
performer who can raise his
spectators to his own level and
keep his presentation together
at the same time. Agreed? Tile
purpose of music in general is to
revitalize, to edify and energize
rather than exhaust the listener.
Feel that way?
Charlie
Maguire,
a
guitar-playing,
harp-blowing
troubador from Minneapolis,
worked all the magic needed to
.make his appearance
at BSU
last Tuesday and' Wednesday
'one of the most memorable on
record.
Maguire has been on the road
for nearly seven years, edifying

a

Evans

'good things happen'
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HAROLD ROBBINS

cont from page 6
"

an audience starved for true,
earthy, hearty folk music.
A
good number of the people were
fans of the man from his four
previous shows in Boise. More
than anything, there was some
, intangible essence of fellowship
among nearly all involved.
So: when Maguire performed,
the audience grew into a state of
unity .
Was he flustered or
intimidated
when he found
listeners singing along during
the chorus of "This Is Your
Land"?
On the contrary
Maguire couldn't get enough of
it. He encouraged anybody who
felt like it to help out with the
more familiar songs in his
repertoire: 'soon he was even
teaching the words to his own
songs to an increasingly reo
sponsive crowd. Tile culmination, a final encore of "Goodnight, Irene," sent all participants home nearly floating with
the joy of the music they had
just ,shared for a mere two
hours.
If you feel inclined to write this
reflection .off as a maudlin
collection of spaced-out ramblings, consider this: when was
the last time you helped about
two hundred
brothers
and
sisters (plus one crackerjack
guitar strummer) sing a lament
about coal mining life?
00

he property tax crisis,Governor
Evans urged the legislature to
take the following step,s.
"First, initiate property tax
reform by submitting to the
voters at the next general
election an amendment to tile
Idaho Constitution
to allow
three classes of property for tax
purposes. Tile greatest assessmerit ratio would apply to the
income-producing
property of
utilities, while the smallest ratio
would apply to homes and farms
desparately needing tax relief."
"Second, for immediate
property tax relief during the
next year, and work to arrive at
an acceptable plan."
"Third, the legislature must
hold open public hearings on all
tax releif and reform measures
so that the people's voices can
be heard."
"House Bill 344 is neither fair
nor' fiscally responsible to the
people of Idaho," says Governor
Evans. "It is detrimental to the
interests of the average taxpayer in a number of ways."
"First, the greatest benefits
go to those who need them
least," says the Governor in his
release to the Speaker of the
House. "It is blatantly unfair to
deceive the people of Idaho

BSU Opera Theatre
schedules 'The Consul'
Tile Bosie State University
Department
of Music Opera
Theatre announced that ticket
sales will begin soon for the
forthcoming production of GainCarlo Menotti's Music 'Drama
"The Consul," .in the Special
Events Center,
Friday and
Saturday evenings, Feb. 24-25,
8:15 p.in. curtain. All seatsreserved.
ticket sales will begin Wednesday,Feb.
IS, at the Special
Events Center
Box Office.
Phone reservations
may be
made by calling 385-3566.. The
box Office is open daily 3:00 to

5":00 p.rn: Students
$1.50
'(grades through college); General Public Si.50; Senior Citizens $ I. 50. Early ticket reservations are encouraged as the
'Special Events Center 'has it
seating capacity, of oldy. 435.
"The Consul" rececived the
New York Drama Critics' Circle
Award for the best Musicai
play, and the Pulitzer Prize for
Music in 1950. "The COnsul"
will be the BSU Opera Theatre's
first -maior
opera
in full
production in the Special Events
Center.

>

about the effect df this bill. For
the average citizen it does not
provide meaningful tax relief.
Eight mills taken off the average
homeowners tax bill will hardly
buy a full market basket of'
groceries. "

"Second, the measure is
fiscally Irresponslble.
House
Bill 344 is based on' revenue
estimates far in excess of what
most economists have estimated.
Projections which have
proven reliable in the past do
not Indicate a 35% increase in
corporate income tax collections
next year as anticipated
by
HB344.
Idaho's constitution
requires the state to operate
under a balanced budget.
An
unbalanced .budget leading to
, funding holdbacks for essential
services, such as education and
programs for senior citizens,
would be the result of this
inequitable tax bill,"

"Third, the bill jeopardizes
the future of education.
The
eight mill county school levy
being repealed by HB344 is the
basis of the foundation program
for public education.
It is the
fairest school levy and should be
the last, not the first to be
repealed.
By repealing this
essential school levy the legislature is committing itself to
providing
those dollars for
education, without knowing if
they will be available in future
years. If money for that purpose
were not to. be available, the
state would be faced with either
a 'general sales or income tax
increase or a substantial decrease
in the funding
for
education.

.

,
T1!e way the legislature now
stands, the problem of an
equitable program of tax relief .
or reform is left standing.
It
appears that legislation that
gives big business and utilities a
tax break from the tax dollars
taken away'. from the average
homeowner
will never
be
permitted
by the. Governor.

'Angel Street' to close February

An Allied Mists I Harold Robbins International Production· An Allied Artists Retease
~

aD

\C>197fiAlI~dArtisl,l'icUlrrsCo~.

TIle BSU Theatre Arts
Department's
production
of
ANGEL STREET, the psychological thriller by Patrick Hamilton, continues its run in the
Subal'Theatre this week, closing
on Saturday night, February 18.
ANGEL STREET recounts the
tale of the diabolic
Mr.
Mannlngham (played by Robert
Bradshaw) who embarks upon a
well-laid plan to drive his wife'
(played by Ann Bittleston)
insane.
Under the guise of
tender solicitude,. he unrelentingly pursues his goal. Not once
resorting to physical violence,
he spreads theseeds
of doubt,
fear,. and finally terror, in his
wife's mind. with a. constant
hammering away at the theme
that her own mother died of
insanity.
A detective (played by Patrick
Cunningham) enters the picture
supposedly,
to help Mrs.
!danningham.
Is. he an
·aceompliccof
her husband?
'.
Will the servants give
;..y the
I

7:45

. II.. .
9:45

lIJ.lon

10\1a.e"and '0

liiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii __ 1iIII1

fact that a stranger is hidden
somewhere in the house? There
is a frightening moment when
the police inspector leaves his
hat in plain view in the
Manningham living room. Will
, he or won't he remember to take
it with him when heleaves?
In
her frenzied state, Bella Manninghamcomes to believe everything to be unreal. Will she tell
her maniac husband about the
visitor who has come to aid her?
In ANGEL STREET, the
playwright, Patrick Hamilton, is
not interested in having suspicion point like the handsofa
clock during the evening' at
every member of the cast, He
puts his gory cards on the table
and invites the audience to look
gradually into the minds of his
villains and their victims, . no
less than into the record or-their
misdeeds .• Thi mental workings
of the hunted and the hunter are
themainsprings
of the' action.
ANGEL STREET is written with
a \lVonderfuiIy 'groWn-up 'and

18

insistent grimness, not primarily concerned with corpses or
humor. Rather, it is a study of
mental
suggestion,
of the
trapping of a criminal, who is
also a maniac, and the solving of
a mystery that has baffled
'Scotland Yard for fifteen years.
Not a single gun is fired, and no
one of the five characters is
either slain or subjected to any
amount of physical violence, yet
it is a compelling example of the'
power of suggestion arid mental
stress.
,
To catch this claustrophobic
tale of London's gaslight' era,
phone 385·1642 for tickets and
reservations. Tile Box Office is
open from 3-6 p.m, daily,with
hours extending to ·9 p.m.
during the run. TicketsareS3
general .. admission, 51.50 for
students (other than BSU), and
51 forsenior citizens.. Special
group rates are.i.avallable.
Curtain tlmeis 8:15 p.m. ·inthe
SubalTileatre.
Angel Street
runs tlltough February 18.
,
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Traveling Light by Sally Thomas

n f rso t·h .I

Yea, veriJ
by Sally TbolDJl8
Those whodenythe existence
of God, give heed to the
followingl· Those who admit to
His existence, but who deny His
personal. interest. in •the daily
happenings of human. existence,
beware! Without embroidery,
without distortion, without falsification, I hereby offer to you
these facts.
Anita, that is the name I shall
give her, had a good, religious
upbringing. Her parents saw to
it that she knew right from
wrong, that she delighted in the
former and abstained from the
latter and that she showered
regularly, -cleanliness
being
next to godliness as, everyone
knows,
She went to Sunday
School regularly" ~he memorized verses by the ream, she was
seldom seen and never heard,
and not once did she wear a pair
of patent-leather shoes.
Her teachers praised her, iter
minister patted her on the head
after services, her brothers and
sisters were awed by her, and
her grandmother expected from
her more of the same.
Thus little Anita grew to
become America's dream of the
glrl-next-door.
Her modesty
and virtue remained unquestioned and when she won the
Miss America. pageant, everyone agreed that her remarkable
talent had carried the day for
her.
But Anitav frue to the
American ideal, was not one
simply rest on her laurels; she
actively opposed the forces of
evil wherever
she identified
them. or wherever they were
pointed, out to herby those who
knew. Highly esteeming the
concept of pure heart, of clean '
hands, and of good health, she
publicly denounced social ills.
Nay, morel
She took up her
whip, so to speak, to drive the
enemy -frorn the temple.
And here i~ is that the story
really begins.
Not everyone
understood Anita. Not everyone
agreed with her motives, much,
less herdefinitions.
Not a few
people actually stood in public

to "

Peoples Lib
cont from page 5
said. Otherwise, how could they
have turned a deaf ear to the
testimony of the representative
from the YWCA? She told of
women who have been living in
the lobby ofthe Y because they
have no place else to go and no
money.
Talk to anyone and they can
tell you Gfat least one Displaced
Homemali:erof their own know·
ledge. And our legislators are
not convinced that there is a
needl. Are they that much out of
tou.ch with the rest of the people
ofIdaho? Do they have any idea
of anything that goes on in this
state outside of the confines. of
the Capitol Building?
We can blast this bill out of
cOmmittee if we try. We can'
make themhearusl
Write
l~tterS,'askyour
friends and
relatives to write letters. Write
to Senator Borlmer. make him
listen .. It's high time some of us
swepf thecobwebsou(·
of the

opposition to those red, white,
and blue ideals Anita was
asking them to embrace.
All
this rebellion made Anita so
.damn madl Believing, however, that might makes right, she
appealed
to God Almighty,
.Supreme Lord, King of kings;
Creator of heaven and earth, the
Invisible
Ruler of all the
universe.
And here's what
happened.
The entire Western section of
the nation dried up while the
Mid-section was deluged witli
rains. The South turned cold
and the East sweltered in a
dreadful heat wave. Cries of
helpl disaster I despair I were
heard on all sides. The rulers of
the nation,
in a· mighty,
concerted effort, sacrificed its
old, its weak, and its poor to
their gods, placating their anger
and enriching their temples.
What triumph I Almost immediately the West was inundated
with torrential-like rains and the
Mid-west and East became

buried beneath layers of ice and
snow.
The situation truly
provided .an opportunity for
everyone to experience a variety
of misery.
"There!" gloated Anita. "See
how powerful I am? See what I
cando?"
Whereupon the Omnificent,
Omnipotent,
Omnipresent,
Omniscience One looked down.
"You just blew it, baby." He
thundered to Himself.
"It is
truly written,
'Pride goeth
before ~ fall.' And it is justly
said, 'I will share my glory with
na.one.u,

,I.···

~

;:

Answers

1. Leon Uris
2. four
3. "Sweet Little Sixteen"
4. Josh Randall, played by
Steve McQueen on "Wanted -Dead or Aliye"
5.
Whirlaway (1941), Count
Fleet (1943), Assault (1946), and
Citation (1948)
6. "The Apartment"
7. "Peggy Sue"
8. Appleby
9. "Papoose"
10. " ... fine mess you've gotten
us into."

.

The very next day someone
threw a pie in Anita's face just
as she was walking out of the
hair-dressers,
The following
Tuesday, she lost her job atthe
juice factory.
A TV network
carried a nation-wide show that
was less than flattering to her
image. - Newspapers printed
cartoons that some people found
funny and some people, among
them Anita; did not find so

KOPPEL'S
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stage bands at North Texas
State,"
One of his goals in working
with the BSU ensemble this year
is tv raise enough money,
through the BSU jazz festival
and performances downtown, to
attend the Orange Coast Jazz
Festival this spring.
Big band jazz is not only
culturally,
but educationally
important,
and has been a
"mainstay of high school band
programs;" said Samball,
, Tickets for thefinale concert
are $3.00 in advance and $3.50
at the door. Admission to the
festival and themidday.clinic is
free.
'

NAVY PANTS •

SNOW SHOES. WATERPROOF CLOTHING
G "CARHARY" WORKCLOTHE'S

*'**********'*'***********~*****.*

PAINTER PANTS

$968 to $ 1288
• '* * • • '* '*

GIl OVERALLS

Jazz Festival

by Bud Humphrey
Ed Shaughnessy, drummer for
the Tonight Show band, will
highlight BSU's second annual
Invitational Jazz Festival this
'Thursday. The festival, according to Boise State jazz ensemble
director Mike Samball, promises "some straight ahead jazz"
for the big band fan.
High
School stagebands from all over
Idaho will play in, the all-day
. event. The star drummer will
join the BSp ensemble for the
festival's finale concert at 8:00.
p.m, in the Student Union
Ballroom.
Samball sees this festival as a
potential
movement
toward
re-establishing big band jazz as
a major ent~rtainment form in
.the city.
"Boise is a very
open-minded place as far as
music and musical styles are
concerned," he said. "We (the
BSU jazz band) have played to .
overflowing crowds downtown.
It's not the type of music you
would dance to .. it's strictly to
be listened to," he added.
The ensemble has playedat
The Bouquet once a month since
November, Samball notes, because "playing in the classroom, you're not into the purest
sense of jazz. The players .are
getting experience, and you're
getting big. band jazz into' the
community.";.
Opportunities for big band
musicians to step .intoa workiIlg
band immediately after college
are sOnlcwhat limited, stated
Samball, since there are very
few big bands touring on. a
regular basis. Samball's alma
mater,North
Texas State,
contributed
about a dozen
musicians to the bands of
Woody. Herman, Stan Kenton,
Buddy Rich ,and the like, the
year. Samball himself. left. the
school; however, SambalI~ttributes this to NTSU's constant
exposure ~thattypeof
music
and its reputation as a'~big
bandfacfory .. ;There..are eleven

I/..

'lo/.

funny. A radio disc-jockey told
. naughty stories, over the air,
about what kind of bed-time
stories did she read to her
children?
Or what kind of
apparel did she don at Christmas time?
Or what kind of
snack did she prefer, junk foods
or things more fresh?
Simultaneouslyshe gained twentyfive
pounds, broke four fingernails,
and broke out in pimples.
Because of all these effects,
there remaineth only this to be
spaketh: JEHOVAH LWITHI

Shaughnessy to highlight
Invitational

Stump

.. =~ Trivia
~W
Rat
.•

*

$1218to $15·
*'. * '* * * * '*
fAMOUS BRANDS
. "SeoftIrers r' "Maver/de'~
. "DesCee llapt3iJr,s"·

"Pyramld Jea"s" - '14"

'* *Latest
* '*.Style Khaki
ok' *

'*

,Pants, Pre-Washed Denim's
.
& Cords·at •

BLUE· JEANS

PRICES YOU' CAN AFFORD

TRADE.IN

. SALE

EmY paIr of blue Jearis In stock
BRING IN YOUR OLD BlUE.
JEAtJS end trllidG IIwm In on
"any" 1st quality MW pair of
blue leans we carry Jeans,

cordS. pra-washCd

YOUR OLD PAIR OF,
BLUE JEANS ARE
WORTH IN TRADE •••

,$2

III

My boss didn't understand that I was healthy
again:
So Iwas let go.
A lot of people are like
my boss, They think that .

everyone dies of cancer. I
thought so, too: Until the .
American cancer SocietY.•
through one of its service
and rehabilitation PIlograms.
helped me return ro a
normal life.
The Aa3 also has local
Units that help America.iJs

who've never had cancer
understand it bett.er.
TCiday,moreand more,
cancer Is a curable disease.
Ignorance about cancer is
curable, too.

l~~~

Vie don't C8rv what lIhapeyour
pantasre In, but they mUlt be
laundered. Remember, Qn!y one
pair may be tnldGd In on eadl
new pair.
.

ROCK STAR AND
FRENCH·STYLESHORT~SLEEVE

NOVE'LTYTEE-T PS

'
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Bronco wrestlers win
two out of three
by CharlIe Wimer

Kramer

wrestled

ISU's

Fred

This past weekend, the Bronco
wrestling
team hosted
the
Idaho State Bengals, the Montana State Bobcats, and the
University of Washington Huskies. When it was all over, the
Broncos had won 2 out of 3 by
beating Idaho State on Friday
night, and Montana State on
Saturday afternoon, but losing
to Washington later that day.

Marks to a 8-all tie, and Boise
State's Brad Allred out-pointed
Robert Close 16-7.
Idaho
State's Gary Etchemendy outmuscled Randy Reynolds 7·3,
and Bronco, Lou Grasso pinned
Joe Law with only 1:42 gone in
the first period, giving Boise
State a commanding 18-5 lead.
Next, the Bengals Dave Pacheco
won a decislon
over Bill
Braseth, Roy Rose and Ken
Moss, both of Boise State, won

On Friday night, Coach Mike
Young's grapplers took on the

easy victories to put the Broncos
way out in front 24·8. In the
heavyweight class, BSU's Larry
Hooper managed to stay with
his much heavier opponent for
three ..rounds but the Bengal
wrestler accumulated too many
points for him to overcome.

of Idaho State, and
came out with a well-earned
24-12 victory. Mark Jardine and
Leon Madsen
opened
the
evening with decisions over
their opponents to give the
Broncos a 6-0 lead .. Then, Dan
Bengals

Xen .Moos of Boise State,' workS his Montana

Boise State wrestlers
overwhelm Montana
c

- by Tony Berthold
On Saturday afternoon, Boise
State University overwhelmed
Montana State University, by
beating them, with an impressive score of 42~9.
After winning, the first two
matches' by forfeit, Dan Kramer
shut hili opponent out by the
'match score of 16·0, whilc
giving Boise "a i7·0 lead.
Montana State then forfeited
their third match of the day
before Russ Parsons pinned his
opponent with 45 seconds gone
in the 2nd period, making the
score 29 to 0 in favor of BSU.
Then' Lou Grasso; in .the 158"
weight class, out-distanced his
opponent for a 12·11 match win,
along with increasing.
the
Broncolead to :n·o. Boise lost
their first of 2.for,the afternoon
when Bill Braseth lost on points
by the score of 6 to 3, letting
MSU get on tI~e score board

IN GOOD HANDS

State opponent

do.wn to the 00011'd!lllng the 4·team qud match

with 3 points. Then Roy Rose
shut out his opponent by the
match score of 12-0 moving the
score to 36·3. The Broncos lost
their second match when Ken
. Moss was pinned in the 3rd
period. . Boise then endeiJ the
afternoon meet with an impressive show of. strength • and
endurance from Bronco HWT
Larry Hooper, when he pinned.
his opponent with 27 Seconds
gone in t~e third period.

.

On Saturday night, Boise State
suffered a set back in their bid
for the Big Sky, los sing 22 to 12
at the hands of the University of
Washington.
The Broncos started offquick
by winning
the first two
matches, but from then on it
was all downhill, losing the next
three. The bright spots for the "
Broncos were; Mark Jardine, in
the 118 pound weight class;
Leon Madsen, in the 126 pound
weight class; Lou Grasso, in the
158.pound weight class; and Roy
. Rose in the 177 pound weight '
class. All of which won their
matches by points' giving Boise
all of.their 12 points.

Boise State's Roy Rosel!llli Mont&na 'State's
060r and Is working towaUd, the pin.

six

, .washington won their'
matches all on decision, by
beating Boise's Dan Kramer,
Brad Allred, Randy Reynolds,
Bili 'Braseth,
Harold Witman
and Larry Hooper.
COUPc}N

~"~""~",,,~,,,
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I :ICELAND .

,~TREASURE VALLE\'.~

NURSE·CLlNICIAN MargueriteTor:
sella Isrespon'Sible for the medical
management of sick infants at Gaisinger.Medical-Center
in Danville,
Pa: She r69fHvec!herclinlclantrafn~.
.' Ingela
_lJnlvershyof
Wisconsin
p~ogram"'Vlhj~h ..••
is, aided by " toe .
March 'Of DImes. Goel.ofthe heallh
.cagenq~ISpr()lectl?n·of the'unh~rn,,:
and thf! neWborn~
.
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BoiseStote intrcmurols keep moving along
Men's Basketbllii
Standings
LengueA
Cash Bingo
Orange Crush
CCPO
Scrotes
Bombers

WL

LeagueD
Alcoholics in Action
The D. Zaugl'!rts
G.O.A.T.
Kelly's Heroes'
B·3
LeagueC
Curtain Rods
Margit
Fedaykin
Huslers
Dogs of the Nile

WL

LeagueD
NIR's
The Unit
B. Bailers
Lynx
Fastfingers

20
10

11
01
02
20
10
11
01
02

WL
20
10
10
02
02

WL
10
10
11
11
02

LeagueE
Hawaiian Punch
Towers
A-3 Golden Eagles
No Names
Midnight Brigade
Boo-Foos

WL

i:.eagueF
KappaSig
Little Feat
Meat Hackers
A-I
SigEps
Zeke's
Results

WL

30
30
21
12
03
03

20
20
20
12
02
03

Bingos 56, Bombers 26
CCPO 60, Scrotes 47
Alcoholics 55, G.O.A.T. 42
Zaugerts 76, B-3 30
Rods 44, Huslers 24
Fedaykin 61, Dogs 41
Lynx 46, B. Bailers 38
Unit 2, Fastfingers 0 (t)
Towers 76, Boo-Foos 42
A-l 36, Zeke's 30
G. Eagles 58, Boo-Foos 42
Hawaiian 40, No Names 38

Towers 68, Brigade 37
Hackers 68, A-I 18
Feat 62, Sig Eps 48
Kappa-Sig 58, Zeke's 32

Women's

Sehedule
Monday 13 Feb 8:00
Crush vs Scrutes
CCPO vs Bombers
9:00
Kelly'svs. D. Zaugerts
B-3 vs. G.O.A.T.

Boise State's Women's Gymnastic team won two of three
meets during the past three
weekends of away competition.
On Jan.
28, the team
registered a double. dual 'victory
over the University of British
Columbia and the University of
idaho at Vancouver, B.C. BSU's
total points were. 111.95 to
UBe"s 104.15 and Idaho's
89.25.
.On Feb II, at the University
of Montana ',in Missoula, B~U
lost to UM by a score of 107.75
to 104.87.
During the Voancouver meet,
BSU was shut out in vault
competition .but came back on
the beam with a one-two finish
as Terry Bailey placed first with
an 8.0 and Judy Ferguson took

second with a 7.8. On the
uneven bars, Pam Coker placed
second with a 7.4 while Laura
Simmons and Ferguson tied for
third with 7.3.
Ferguson later took second ill
floor exercise with an 8.15. She
placed second in' all:around
competition . while Coker was
fourth and Bailey fifth.
In the UM meet, BSU's
Ferguson took first in the
balance
beam
and placed

,

The team with a bye, may show
up at the gym and practice at
7:00. We call fit any other teams
in that would like to play.
Standings

WL

League A
The Bad Bumpers
Tit-tots
Big & Little Feat
Sigma-Gamma (1)

20
20
11
11

8 Feb

Wednesday, 8 Feb
Feat 15,15: SigDeltal0,12
Tit-Tots 15,15; Sig-Gamma (1)
10,10
Bumpers .15,12,15; Critters 4,
15,2
Maggot,t's
15,15; Bombers
12,13
Kintana's 15,15; Redheads 2,13
P. Shop 15,15;Sig-Gamma
(D)
9,1
Schedule
There will not be any games this
week. Schedule will be in the
ArbIter next week.

often curable.

the vault, the uneven bars, and
in floor exerclse.. Hamilton
placed first all-around while,
Pam. Coker took seconds 'in the
vaulting and uneven bars events
and pl.acedthird
in "the
all-aroundranking.

cancer

. BSU, now 4-2 in dual
competition will host Weber
State at 7:30 Thursday, Feb. 16
and will compete against Brigham Young and Portland State
at a triangular
meet
on
Saturday, Feb: 18, 'at 2,p.m. at
Boise State. •

"
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Hurry,
,Hurry,
Goin'g ~.ost..
com.pus Stare
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FOR THE COURSE. March of
DimesNationalPoster ChildDenise
Nankivellisln the swing.Five-yearold Denise. of Elizabethville.Pa.,
was bom with vitemln D-resistant
rickets.TheMarchof DimesIs.work. ing towardthe daywhen all children
can .be boin frlle fromthe threat of
.birthdefects;
.

Wednesday,

Monday 20 Feb 7:00
Towers 2 vs TKBLS ...
Casey's (bye)

Tuesday 14 Feb 6:00
Tuesday 14 Feb 6:00
Margits vs Fedaykin
Dogs vs Husler
7:00
NIR's vs Unit
Fastfmgers vs Lynx
8:00
Hawaiian vs Towers

MARCH 10.
We'r~ ..loo..k·.lngfor o...
~ -.
a.rtist ...

to do the A~MBITERcove~again.

t

If you're afraid of

cancer... you're not alone.
But somepeopleare ·80 afraid
that theyworrtgorothe
doc.tor when theysuspec t
something's
wrong..
They're afraid the

"prevent

AI

3:f.~~nr~f~r:can
them from discover'

'.!
, I

~ei?tC:::6~1~~f:'
Thesepeoplerun the

t

I '

WL
- 20
20
11
11
02
02

Results

~~~~~~~~,
t

second all-around. with 28.72
while UM'" 'Marsha Hamilton
collected first place honors ~n'

.t·

. PAR

Dasketb~

Schedule
Monday 13 Feb 7:00
Casey'svs.
Towers 2
TKBLS. . .(bye)

yrnnostic team wins two
by DIanne Barr

LeagueD
The Kintana's
Print Shop
Maggott's Melons
Sigma-Gamma (D)
B-2-5 Bombers
Redheads.

Teams
Casey's (Towers 5B)
Towers 2
TKBLSPJNJP

Monday 20 Feb 8:00
Bingo vs Crush
Bombers vsScrote
9:00 Alcoholics vs D.Zaugerts
B-3 vs Kelly's

02
02

Sigma-Delta
TKE's Critters

A-I vs Feat
9:00
Sig Bps vs Zeke's
Kappa Sig vs. Hacker

:e~ofJ=eancerscare
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Trent Johnson ami theBuDdog's Bdee searles battle
for therebolUld.
'

R01iS'

RetteDDllcl'.

Boise, 'State overcomes
by Freddie Vincent
Arbiter Sports EdItor
The Boise State Broncos won
the most important game on the
road that they had to do on
Friday night-defeat Idaho.
The Broncos used balance in a
much needed 73-61 win over the
Vandals by displaying a more
experienced team. Idaho could
not keep up with the fastbreaking Broncos, but managed to
contain Boise State's
Steve
Connor in the first half.
Connor's shooting was few in
the first period but his momentum came through like a charm
.in the second half. The Vandals
had four pIl1yei:s-iti a zone and
one guard stalking Connor like a
shadow.
Seniors Danny Jones and
Trent Johnson took over for
their teammate by combining 21
points 'in the first twenty
minutes of the game-Jones had
14 points and Johnson seven.
Jones finished the night with
, 17 points and scored his l,oooth
career point with 7:33 remaining
in the gal1!e.
Johnson ended the game with
14 points and seven rebounds.
In the second period Steve was
his old self again hitting eight of
the next 14 Bronco points to give
Boise State, a 55-43, edge "with
9:36 left.
The Broncos hit 19 of 24 from
the field to. Idaho's seven of
eleven shots.
.
Reed Jaussi, the Vandal's
tough 6'4" sophomore from
I

Idaho Vandals
DeWeese, playing his iast game
on Gonzaga's home court, hit
five of his first six shots .and
finished the first period with 18
points and 2S overall:

Idaho Falls, hit 10 of 16 from the
field and finished with 23
points. Terry Gredler, a 6'7"
sophomore forward, .ended the
game with 16 points and seven
rebounds;

Steve
Connor
matched
DeWeese shot for shot hitting
eight of 13 from the field and
finishing the game with 22
points, but he fouled out with
8:07 left in the game.

Bill Hessing, Capital's former
star, had the task of guarding
Connor, but he was beaten by
Connor's
quick moves.
He
finished with eight points in the '
final 7 minutes of the. game.

The Broncos went down in the
second half and' Gonzaga took
command .of the game, The
Bulldogs were scoring cfiom
everywhere on the court with
the help of Phil Paramore,.
DeWeese, Harold Brown and
Don Baldwin.
'Before' Boise State could
strike back, they" were' down
52-40.
• Trent Johnson hit 13 points
and had nine rebounds before
foullng out late in the final
minutes of the game while Sean
McKenna ended.wlth 10 points
and seven rebounds.

Idaho now is 1·9in conference
'play, after losing. to. Idaho State
73~
aI!, Saturday night, and
4~i8cverall.
' .

n-.

i

The Broncos
clash with
-Gonzaga 'on Saturday ended
. their dream of having a shot at'
v
thg Big Sky title.
The Bulldogs dropped Boise
State 77-64 with the help of 6'4:'
senior guard Jim DeWeese who
played one of his finest games.
The Broncos andllulldozs
battled for 20 minutes on ev;n
terms in the first half.
But in the second half,
Gonzaga's defense shut-off the'
Broncos and turned the tides in.
, favor of the Bulldogs. ,
After a 40-40 halftime tie,
Gonzaga came out and scored 12
straight points - six due to
turnovers
by the Brop.cos.

A CODeemed Bus Co:mor dIscotJscs the
m;:rlstlategywlth
his players.

Boise State's ,st~ts stand at
6·4 in conference play and arc
tied at fourth place with Weber
State,
The Broncos get a chance for
revenge on Saturday night when
they' h~stGonzaga
at Bronco
gymnasium.
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I toormlGFOREXTRA IN~I
ICOME?Stodent couple deslrOO.- I

I::d~:;;:':t:~t:;:~
:1;:1;::..•I
on slte3BR apt.
IweeZl.MustUve
Call between 11:00 AM and 2:00

.'PM,Mon

I

thru Fri•.345·0875

I
,'~
.
I
I .EXCITING CAREER IN I
IFASmON. Full andpllrt·Ume I
positions open. No experience I
necessary • will train.
Call
I342·2926 or. 362.1689. .
I
I
I
I I.D. CHECKER needed I
IIlmmedlutely.
~pply In person I
ill at the Ram Pub, 1555 Broad.Iway, 344·3691.
I
I
I
I
,... .'I
I~I
I
.'
I
IUSED GUILD & FENDER I
IElectrle gultars. Monthly pay·. iii
II·.ments available. The Musle Ill'
II Store. 1301 S. Orchard.
I
Ill:
III

I

'1

345·6571.

I

I

II

~~.I
~I

IFOR
SHERWOOD ARMS. IDEAL I
STUDENTS share DvlnglllI expenses. Wlthln • walklng dllJ· I
I tance to campus. 2 bedrm, m
R unfurp. $225.(10. 2 bedrm, fum. • ill
II 250 to 265.00. AD . uOOtles I
m

.m

Included, pool available, Iaund- iii
Ii ry .(acWtles,.WI" conditioned, no i'l
pets. Call 34~,~4i45
Of 345·0875
III ~m 1.to 5 pm. ASk for; VIcky. m
m AplU'tmentsshown from 6 to 8 Fiil •

I

I

Ipm, Mon.

I

thm Fri.

,I
I. HILL'S

I
I

VILLAGE adult and
Famlly 1,2, & 3 bedreemapts,
FIJI $165.00 to $250.00. "'FurnIshed
iJ & Ul!furnlshed "'Heat ProvIded
"'Extra Storage "'AIr Condition.
("I log "'Laundry FacWtllls "'No
; pets.
Phone: 345.0875'1

'I

fJI
Ii

I

I

II

II

I

I-

I'~I

I GUITAR,
Ilessons.

BASS '&'
$15.00 'per

;' LOSE

WEIGHT and

1345-6571.
•

I.

BANJO'.
m~ntb.

iI

STOP'.

I

SMOKING CLINICS by MIldred
James,noted hypnologlst, Mar. m
13·17, Boise YWCA, 720 Wash· Ii\3

Ilnglen,

$25.00.

CaD 343·3688. '.

I

I

II RESEARCH
.
II
ACADEMIC

I
Ii

I·II

Ie.

10,000 TOPICS
QUAlITY.GUARANTEEDl
SENO$l.OOJO~

,

I-

roulluo.rAGil
C,ArAlOG -ID

'I:~;;;'.:J;' . I
MAllOIJOEIl.

..•---IllIliII----CC

Drastic reductions on skis, boots, '.
clothing, bindings, poles,'
including these famous brands .
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